
Description of Issue Program Name Duration Narration of type and description of program

Youth, Education, Health
Right Mind Media

1/3/2021
28:00:00

Politics, Racism, Health Right Mind Media 1/10/2021 28:00:00

Race, Youth, Education, Politics

Right Mind Media 1/17/2021 28:00:00

Science, Education, Gender, Politics, Gov't Right Mind Media 1/24/2021 28:00:00

Environment, Health, Politics, Gov't, Racism

Right Mind Media 1/31/2021 28:00:00

Health, Politics, Education
Right Mind Media 2/7/2021 28:00:00

Environment, Health, Politics, Gov't

Right Mind Media

2/14/2021

28:00:00

Children/ Education, Health, Science
Right Mind Media 2/21/2021 28:00:00

Politics, Education, Science, Health
Right Mind Media 2/28/2021 28:00:00

Politics, Health, Environment, Science
Right Mind Media

3/7/2021
28:00:00

Education, Health, Multicultralism Right Mind Media 3/14/2021 28:00:00

Politics, Health, Youth, Gov't Right Mind Media 3/21/2021 28:00:00

Arts, Culture, Racism, History, Politics & Law Right Mind Media 3/28/2021 28:00:00

QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAM LIST FOR January-March 2021  The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by the following radio stations: 
WUMB-FM Boston, WBPR-FM, Worcester, WFPB-FM, Falmouth, WFPB-AM Orleans, WNEF-FM, Newburyport, WUMZ-FM, Gloucester, WUMT-FM, Marshfield, 
WUMG-FM, Stow Massachusetts and WUMV-FM , Milford, NH, along with the most significant treatment of those issues for the period listed above.

Date/ Time 
Aired

"Personal Recovery Story #8": Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and 
have the greatest potential to heal and educate.  George M. shares his story in the eleventh 
installment of our series "Recovery Stories."

 "January Hot Topics": Abby and Jon go behind the headlines to talk about the hot topics of the 
month.

"Dopesick": Author and journalist Beth Macy joins us to talk about her best-selling book 
“Dopesick", which takes us into the epicenter of a national drama that has unfolded over two 
decades. From the labs and marketing departments of big pharma to local doctor’s offices; 
wealthy suburbs to distressed small communities in Central Appalachia; from distant cities to 
once-idyllic farm towns; the spread of opioid addiction follows a tortuous trajectory that 
illustrates how this crisis has persisted for so long and become so firmly entrenched."

"Relapse During a Crisis": Abby and Jon speak with expert Peter C. Johnson about relapse 
prevention - especially during a time of crisis - and why a relapse can be the jarring event that 
reinforces long-term recovery." 

"Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health": Dr. Rheeda Walker, a licensed clinical 
psychologist, professor, and researcher who works and speaks at the intersection of culture, 
spirituality, & mental health to address the impact of racial tension on well-being joins us to talk 
about her new book "The Unapologetic Guide to Black Mental Health."

 "Substance Use Disorder Treatment": Shannon Biello, Director for Shatterproof’s National 
Treatment Quality Initiatives, joins us to talk about the state of substance use disorder treatment 
today.

"National Harm Reduction Coalition": Monique Tula, Executive Director of the National Harm 
Reduction Coalition, joins us to talk about the intersection of harm reduction, and what happens 
when people are pushed into society’s margins caused by capitalism and racial inequity."

"Personal Recovery Story #9":  Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and 
have the greatest potential to heal and educate. Lynn W. joins us to share her story in the ninth 
installment of our series "Recovery Stories."

"Hot Topics: February": Jon and Abby go behind the headlines to explore the hot topics of the 
month.  

 "Starting a Self Care Routine": Dr. Theresa Melito-Conners joins us to talk about the importance 
of self care, and how to take steps to begin a self care routine.

"Personal Recovery Story #11": Personal stories of addiction and recovery touch us the most and 
have the greatest potential to heal and educate.  Pete D. joins us to share her story in the ninth 
installment of our series "Recovery Stories."

"Hot Topics: March":  Jon and Abby go behind the headlines to explore the hot topics of the 
month.  

 "Treating Opiate Use Disorders During COVID-19":  Dr. Laura Kehoe joins us to talk about the 
challenges of treating opiate use disorders during the pandemic, and how people can 
find treatment
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